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1. Introduction 
First-order iterative techniques, with or without 
extrapolations, are widely used to solve linear and 
nonlinear equation systems. Recent results on their 
optimal extrapolation [2,5] have drawn attention 
to the fact that first-order iterations cannot be 
made to converge for a substantial class of equa- 
tion systems. This paper attempts to fill that gap 
by supplying a simple second-order iteration which 
is guaranteed to converge for any equation system. 
The approach taken here is to construct itera- 
tive schemes from optimal semi-iterative accelera- 
tions of an arbitrary (and possibly divergent) 
first-order process. These schemes are guaranteed 
to converge even when the corresponding first- 
order process is inevitably divergent for every one 
parameter extrapolation. While semi-iterative 
methods themselves are not new, it appears that 
the main convergence results available elsewhere 
require the underlying iteration matrix to be con- 
vergent and Hermitian. Such specialized results 
are of little help for solving the general equation 
systems which are typically encountered, for exam- 
ple, in econometrics and the other social sciences 
[3]. Therefore the results in this paper may also be 
2. Stationary iterations 
Consider the linear equation system 
Ay = b, (1) 
where A ~ R "'" is a known real matrix of order n 
with nonvanishing diagonal elements, and where y 
and b are real vectors containing unknown and 
predetermined variables. Stationary first-order 
iterative techniques, 
y(S+l)=Gy(S)+c, s=0,  1,2 . . . . .  (2) 
with an arbitrary start y(0), are widely used to 
construct he numerical solution to (1); see [6,7,8]. 
They are computationally efficient if A is a large, 
sparse, or illconditioned matrix. They are also 
widely used for solving nonlinear equation sys- 
tems, in which case A represents the system's 
Jacobian matrix. These first-order methods are 
based on the splitting A = P - Q, where P is non- 
singular, and they are completely consistent with 
(1) when G = p-lQ and c = P--lb define the itera- 
tion matrix and forcing function [8]. The best 
known examples of (2) are the Jacobi, Gauss-  
Seidel, and successive overrelaxation (SOR) meth- 
ods defined by 
P=D and P=(D-L )  and 
P = 1D( I  -- otD-'L), (3) 
Ol 
respectively, where D and L are matrices of order 
n such that 
DiJ={o,j if i = j ,  
otherwise, 
and 
LiJ=(oA,J  i f j  < i, 
otherwise, 
and a is a scalar [7]. For simplicity, let (1) contain 
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the normalization D = I and let B = I - A. 
The rate of convergence in (2) is often signifi- 
cantly increased by the one parameter extrapola- 
tion 
y,s+ ~,= v(Cy ' "  + c) + (1 - v ) y" '  
= HyC°+ re. (4) 
Two particular versions of (4) are commonly used: 
the Jacobi overrelaxation (JOR) method with G = 
B, and the Fast Gauss-Seidel (FGS) method with 
G = (I  - aL ) - l (aU+ (1 - a)I).  Both techniques 
are specializations of the standard Newton method; 
see [4]. 
It is well known that (2) converges if and only if 
o(G) < 1, where p(-) denotes spectral radius [8, 
Theorem 5.1]. Similarly (4) converges for some 
y > 0 if and only if aj < 1, j = 1 . . . . .  n, where G has 
eigenvalues ~j = aj + ibj and i = v/- 1 (see [3,6]). 
The latter result implies (4) also converges for 
some y < 0 if aj > 1 for all j, but it is divergent if 
aj ~ 1 < a k for somej  4= k. Hence, in a significant 
number of cases it is impossible to achieve conver- 
gence using (4). A simple iteration guaranteed to 
converge for all values of G, but involving no more 
preliminary calculations than (4), is therefore re- 
quired. Now if p(H)  < 1, the number of steps to 
convergence such that 
maxl(y[ ~) -- y i~S-1) ) /y i  ( s - l ) ]  < r ,  (5 )  
is approximately log r / log o(H). That criterion 
is equivalent to defining convergence in 
I ly ,S, -y , - ' , l l~.  The corresponding speed of con- 
vergence can be measured as an asymptotic rate 
( - log  o(H)), or as an average rate ( ( l / s )  log(llHql) 
for some norm). We should therefore aim to mini- 
mize o(H)  and/or  IIHql at each step. 
3. Semi-iterative accelerations 
Semi-iterative accelerations of the first-order 
stationary iteration (2) have only been completely 
analyzed for the special case where G is Hermitian 
and p(G) < 1; see [7,8]. Many of the results of that 
analysis extend to the general case, and this paper 
shows that convergent semi-iterative accelerations 
exist for iterates generated by (2) with any arbi- 
trary matrix G and start y~O). 
The convergence of the y(') sequence may be 
accelerated by constructing the weighted sums 
v(~'= i ds.kY (k), where ]~ds .k=l ,  (6) 
k=0 k 
which form an obvious extension of the first-order 
extrapolative scheme at (4). Let (1) have solution 
y*. Then 1 
v¢O-y* = ~ds.ky(k)- -  y * 
= Ed,.~e'k)=ps(G)e(°),  (7) 
wherey (k) -y*  = e (k), since do. o = 1 and v (°) =y(O). 
Now (7) contains the matrix polynomial 
ps(G)= ~ d,.kG k, s=0,1  . . . . .  (8) 
k=0 
and for any norm and an arbitrary start y(O), we 
have 
l] v" '  -Y*I] ~ ]]p,(G)][. ]]e'°)]]. (9) 
Hence, the sequence v(') converges onto y* most 
rapidly if, at each s, we pick the optimal set of 
weights ds.k, k = O,...,s, in the sense of minimiz- 
ing IIp,(a)ll In fact it turns out that the optimal 
weights are related through a second-order 
(Chebychev) recursion which, when put back into 
(6), produces a second-order iteration in y(') (see 
Section 6). So numerical values of the weights d~. k 
in (8) are never actually used, and the weighted 
sums in (6) need not be constructed explicitly. 
The iterations defined by (6) are obviously 
globally convergent if a set of polynomials ps(G) 
exists such that lim,~o~ps(G)= 0 in (7) and (9) for 
every G and y(0). Hence the global convergence of
(6) can be proved by establishing that it always 
satisfies the following condition. 
Lemma 3.1. A sufficient condition for the existence 
of polynomials ps(G), such that l ims~p, (G)= 0, 
is that the optimal polynomial p.~*(G) has spectral 
rad ius  
p(py(a) )  = maxlpY(~,j)]< 1 forsomes > O, 
J 
(10) 
where optimality is defined by p(p*(G)) <~ p(ps(G)) 
for all ps(G)--/:p*(G), and where txj, j=  1 . . . . .  n, 
1 Recall ~,ds, k = 1. Then ]~ds,k(y (k) -- y*) = Ed, .k(Gky ~°) 
+ ~ko-lGic - y*), where 5~-IG~e - y = Gky * by the defini- 
tion of y* in (2), establishes (7). 
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are the eigenvalues of an arbitrary square and real 
matrix G. 
Proof. The equality in (10) holds for any rational 
function Ps('). Construct q~(G)= (p~(G))IG s-I 
where l = integer part of s /k  for fixed k <~ s. Now 
max(s - l )=  k - 1, and by definition p(p~(G))<~ 
p(q~(G)). Hence l ims~p*(G)=l ims~ooqs(G)= 
0 if p(p~(G)) < 1 holds for some k > 0. [] 
Corollary 3.2. If (10) holds for every s >1 1, then 
p(p*(G))<~p(p*_l(G)) and v ('~) converges uni- 
formly onto y*. This holds because we can replace 
qs(G) by p~(G)p~*l(G ) in Lemma 3.1. 
Remark 3.3. (a) In order to make use of Lemma 
3.1, we actually determine the weights d~. k to 
minimize p(ps(G)) rather than I[p~(G)H for every 
vector-subordinate norm. However if, as in the 
conventional analysis, G is Hermitian then 
p(ps(G)) = [Ips(G)ll. In that case, minimizing the 
spectral radius automatically minimizes the corre- 
sponding vector-subordinate norms at the same 
time. But for any other category of G, [[ps(G)[[ >1 
p(p,(G)). Therefore the choice of p~(G) to mini- 
mize p(p~(G)) may ensure convergence, but it 
does not guarantee minimal I[p~(G)ll values at 
every step. Consequently Lemma 3.1 ensures that 
(6) converges at a maximum asymptotic rate, but 
not necessarily at a maximum average rate. 
(b) Nevertheless lips (G)II~ = P(Ps(G)) may still 
hold for certain values of r when G is not Hermi- 
tian. For example the canonical form p~(G) = 
X[p~(M)]X -~, where X is a unitary matrix of 
eigenvectors and M contains the eigenvalues, indi- 
cates this property holds when r = oo (which is the 
case of interest given the convergence criterion 
displayed at (5)) at least if the/~j are all distinct. 
(c) Lemma 3.1 also departs from conventional 
analysis by supplying the means to construct a 
direct convergence proof. The standard approach 
has been to show 
[Ips(G)P[ = p(p~(G))  <~ p(GS), (11) 
given p(G)< 1. But once p(G)> 1 is allowed a 
direct proof is necessary. 
4. Chebychev polynomials in the complex domain 
The solution to 
min{ max Ip , (x) ] l ,  such that p~(1) = 1, (12) 
I x l< l  / 
where x is an arbitrary complex number, is well 
known to be the complex Chebychev polynomials 
cos(s cos -~ x) if Ixl ~< 1, 
c , (x)  = (13) 
cosh(s cosh -~ x) if Ixl > 1 
Thus 
Co(X ) = 1, c~(x) = x, 
c~+,(x )  = 2XCs(X) - Cs_ l (x ) .  (14) 
More generally: 
Theorem 4.1. Let f (x )  be a single valued analytic 
function on the closed and bounded point set C in the 
complex domain, whose complement is connected 
and regular. Then the sequence of Chebychev poly- 
nomials, Cs( X ), of order s = 1, 2 . . . . .  converge maxi- 
mally on f ( x ). They also converge uniformly on f ( x ) 
over any closed set interior to C, say C*, for which 
f (x )  remains analytic and single valued from C 
along paths interior to C*. 
Proof. [9, Theorem 2, p. 90]. [] 
Maximal convergence is defined in Theorem 4.1 
to mean that, for each s, 
ps(x)  = maxl f (x  ) - c~(x)] 
~< maxl f (x )  - f , (x ) [  (15) 
for x ~ C, where f , (x)  ~ c,(x) is any polynomial 
of degree s. Hence the maximum value of p~(x) is 
minimized when p,(x)  =- c,(x), where x ~ C is the 
unit circle. Two further corollaries will be needed: 
Corollary 4.2. c~(x), as in Theorem 4.1, always 
exists. 
Proof. [9, Corollary 1, p. 354]. [] 
Corollary 4.3. cs(x), as in Theorem 4.1, is unique 
provided C contains at least s + 1 points. 
Proof. [9, Theorem 9, p. 363]. [] 
Theorem 4.1 points out that Chebychev poly- 
nomials can be applied outside the unit circle. To 
give this concrete form, suppose x is a complex 
number with real and imaginary parts bounded by 
a** ~< a ~< a* and b** ~< b ~< b* respectively. The 
transformation 
2x -- (a* + a**) - i(b* + b**) 
w = 8 (16) 
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maps x uniquely into the closed set described by 
the unit circle when 
6= [(a* - a**)2 +(b* - b**)2] 1/2 
Therefore ]w[ ~< 1. Hence for any bounded com- 
plex x: 
Theorem 4.4. The unique solution to 
min(max~]ps(x)[ ) fo rs>O,  
such that ps(1) = 1 and x ~ C defines a disc in the 
complex domain with centre 2(a* + a**, b* + b**) 
and radius ½6, is 
ps(X)=C,(W)/C, ( 2- (a*  + a**) - i(b* + b**) ) 
6 
(171 
where Cs(W ) is a Chebychev polynomial defined by 
(13) and w is given by (16). 
Proof. C is a closed bounded point set in the 
complex domain, with a connected and regular 
complement. By (13) and Theorem 4.1, the re- 
quired solution is an s th order Chebychev poly- 
nomial in w, since [w[ ~ 1 and (17) ensures ps(1)= 
1. Existence and uniqueness are then guaranteed 
by continuity, since Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 apply 
and because (16) is a single valued transformation. 
[] 
5. A global convergence theorem 
Suppose the iteration matrix G has complex 
eigenvalues in conjugate pairs, #/=a j+  ibj for 
j=  1 . . . . .  n. The real and imaginary parts are 
bounded by, say, a** ~< aj < a* and bj ~< b* since bj 
are distributed symmetrically about the real axis. 
Note that equality occurs for at least one, but not 
necessarily the same, value of j in each part. Con- 
sider /~ E C, a disc in the complex domain with 
centre (½(a* + a**),0) and radius ½6 where 
6 = max{(2a j - (a*+a** ) )  + 4b)2"/21 . (18) 
The eigenvalues /~j of an arbitrary square, real, 
finite matrix G are enclosed within a continuous 
closed bounded point set, defined by C, which has 
a connected and regular complement. Theorem 4.4 
shows p(p~(G))=maxjlps(l~j)[ is minimized 
when, for every ~ ~ C, 
c,(w)/c~( 2 - (a*  + a**) 8 )" (191 Ps(~) 
\ 
This is because w = (2p. - (a*+ a**))/6 maps 
uniquely into the unit circle if 6 is given by (18). 
Since p~(.) is a rational function, (19) will he 
implied by choosing the optimal matrix poly- 
nomial 
(2G- (a*  +a** ) l )  
cs 6 
p, : (c )  = (20) 
(2 - (a*  + a**))  ' 
Cs 6 
because 
p(p* (G) )= max [ps(~tj)] 
J 
and because, by Theorem 4.4, 
maxlps(#j)[ ~< max [ps(/.t)[ 
j p.~C 
when C defines the convex hull with centre { ½(a* 
+ a**),0} and diameter 6, enclosing the subset of 
points/L/. Moreover, p.*( I)  = 1. 
A global convergence theorem for v ~s) in (7), 
based on an arbitraty iteration matrix G, an arbi- 
trary start y~O), and ps(G)= ps*(G) of (201, is now 
obtained in two steps. First we prove p((p*(G))< 
1 for any G which is either convergent i self (i.e. 
o(G) <~ 1) or divergent with real eigenvalues (i.e. 
p(G) > 1, but /~j = aj + bj has bj = 0, j = 1 . . . . .  n). 
This limited result appears in Theorem 5.1. Then 
p(p*(G)) < 1 is established in the remaining case 
(where o(G)> 1 and G has complex eigenvalues) 
by demonstrating the existence of a second-order 
polynomial in G whose spectral radius is strictly 
less than that of the same polynomial applied to a 
matrix satisfying Theorem 5.1. Since a convergent 
polynomial in the latter matrix exists, one also 
exists for G. In each case Lemma 3.1 implies 
p(p*(G)) < 1 is sufficient o prove convergence in 
v(S). 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be an arbitrary real finite 
matrix with eigenvalues #j = aj + ibj for j = 1 .. . . .  n 
and i=  V rS 1 and let p*(G) be given by (20). I f  
either p(G)<~l, or p(G)> l but bj=O for j=  
1 . . . . .  n, then p(p*(G)) < 1 for s >~ 2. 
Proof. (i) Suppose p(G) ~< 1. The polynomial qs(~) 
=/~s has the properties qs(1)= 1 and max,lqs(/~)[ 
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= 1 for all I#1 ~< 1. But qs(~t)~p,(~) of (19) for 
s >~ 2. Moreover I/xjl ~< 1 for j  = 1 . . . . .  n. Hence 
max ]Ps (Ixj)] < max Iqs0,j)l ~ 1 
J J 
follows by the minimax property in Theorem 4.4, 
since ps(/z) exists and is unique by Corollaries 4.2 
and 4.3. Therefore 
p(p* (G) )<p(qs(G) )~ l  for s >_- 2. 
(ii) Suppose 0(G)>I  but bj=0, j= l  . . . . .  n. 
The polynomial q,(~) = a# 2 - 22# + 1 + a has the 
properties q2(1) = 1 and max~lq2(ff~)J_ = 1 for all 
real values of ~ such that 1 -  ~-Z~a-~/~ < 1 
+ ~Z~,  given a < 0. Therefore setting a = 
-2 / (d+ 1) 2 < 0 implies 
p(q2(G)) ~ max [q2(/z)[ = 1 
for all -d~/~ ~< d+ 2, 
where G is any matrix with real eigenvalues such 
that o (G)=d.  But once again qs(bt)~p~(#) of 
(19), if qs(#) = [q2(#)] ~/2 and s >~ 2. Hence 
max Ips(/~j) I ~< 1 
J 
follows by the minimax property of Theorem 4.4 
and the existence and uniqueness of p~(/*). There- 
fore 
p(p*(G))  < p(q,(G))  <~ 1 
for s >- 2. [] 
Remarks 5.2. Theorem 5.1 generalizes existing con- 
vergence results in three directions; convergence 
having previously been established only if G was 
convergent with real eigenvalues in the left half- 
plane. The following theorem relaxes all these 
restrictions simultaneously. 
Theorem 5.3. Let p(G)> 1, and define a matrix 
D = dl where d = 1 + ~ -  I) .  Then p(q2(G)) 
<~ p( q2( D )) <<. 1 where q2(" ) is a second-order poly- 
nomial defined by 
qz(G) = aG 2 -  22G+(1 + a) I  
for 0 > a >~ max[ -1 / (d -  1)2; -2 / (d+ 1)2]. 
Proof. q2(G) has eigenvalues Xj=a(a}-b f+ 
2iajbj) - 2a(aj + ib/) + 1 + a when G has eigen- 
values try = aj + ibj,j = 1 .. . . .  n and i --- ~Z-1 . Thus 
I jl P(q2(D)) if 
(a (a~-b~) -  2aa j+ 1 + a}2+ 4a2b~(aj - 1) 2 
(ad 2 -  2ad + 1 + a). (21) 
With a little manipulation, the inequality in (21) 
becomes 
a2[ (a j -1 )2+b212+2a[ (a i -1 )2 -b2]+l<. . .  
(a (d -  1) 2 + 1) 2 (22) 
or  
{a[ (a j -1 )2+bT+(d-1)q  +2} 
x{(a) - l )2+b2- (d - l )2 )<. . .4b j  2. (23) 
Now the second bracket is nonpositive if
d 2 - 2d-  cj > 0 for all j - -  1 . . . . .  n, (24) 
i.e. if d~<l -v~+c j  or d>~l+~+cj ,  where 
cj = (aj - 1) 2 + b~ - 1. Thus the second bracket is 
certainly nonpositive if
d> 1 + V/~ + max(cj)j = 1 + ~ -  I )  
is chosen. Note p(G)> 1 implies maxj(cj)> 0. 
Similarly the first bracket in (23) is nonnegative if 
a>~ -2 / [ (d -1 )2+ 1 + mjax(cj)] 
is chosen. But if we actually take 
d= l + ~(G-  Z) 
- -1+ ~f i+max(c j ) , j  
this lower bound on a is certainly satisfied 
whenever a >i - 1 / (d  - 1) 2. These restrictions on 
d and a, respectively, therefore nsure p (q2 (G)) ~> 
p(q2(D)). Finally we have to check p(q2(D)) <~ 1. 
That follows, by the proof of Theorem 5.1, part 
(ii), provided 0 > a >/ -2 / (d  + 1) 2. Therefore 
overall we need only 
0> a>~ max[ -1 / (d -  1)2; -2 / (d+ 1) 2] 
and d= 1 + (p (G- l )  to guarantee (21). It is 
obviously always possible to select a and d accord- 
ingly, and thus to construct q2(') such that 
p(qz(G)) ~ p(q2(D)) ~< 1. That completes the the- 
orem. [] 
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Theorem 5.4. p(p*(G)) < 1 for s >! 2, where p*(G) 
is deft'ned by (20) and G is an arbitrary real matrix. 
Thus (7), with p*( G), is a globally convergent i era- 
tion. 
Proof.  There are three cases: p (G)~ 1; p (G)> 1 
with #j real; p(G)> 1 with ~j complex. Theorem 
5.1 proved p(ps*(G)) < 1 explicitly for the first two 
cases. For the third case Theorem 5.3 demon- 
strates the existence of at least one polynomial 
qs(G)~p*(G) such that p(qs(G))<~ 1, where 
q,(G) = [q2(G)] "/2 for q2(G) defined by Theorem 
5.3. Thus 
O(P*(G))  = max [p~ (#j)] 
J 
< max [q,(#j)[~< 1 
J 
follows by the minimax and uniqueness properties 
of Ps(#j) implied by Theorem 4.4. Finally 
p(p~*(G)) < 1 and Lemma 3.1 imply that (7), with 
ps*(G), is a globally convergent i eration. [] 
Remark  5.5. Theorem 5.3 gives only weak suffi- 
cient conditions for the existence of the poly- 
nomial q2(G), such that p(q2(G))<~ 1, since we 
need the existence of only one such polynomial in 
order to prove convergence. Neither Theorem 5.2 
nor Theorem 5.1 are intended to suggest that 
q,(G) is an efficient substitute for p~Y(G). 
6. An operational form of semi- iterat ive accelera- 
t ions 
It remains to extract the ds. k coefficients from 
p~*(G) in order to convert (7) into an operational 
iterative process. In fact (7) may be reduced to a 
linear but second-order and nonstationary itera- 
tion of the form 
y(l+l)='y,G*y(')+(1 - ' L )y (S - l )+k, ,  (25) 
in which only one parameter, ather than s, need 
be determined at each step. The parameters 3', 
themselves also follow a simple first-order itera- 
tion. Hence the ds. k coefficients, and p*(G), can 
be dispensed with for computational purposes. 
The derivation of (25) will be found in most 
standard texts (e.g. [7]) and is included here only 
to emphasize the economy of the auxiliary calcula- 
tions needed for an optimal version of (25), com-  
pared to those needed for optimal first-order itera- 
tions (4) (see [2,5]). Consider the matrix recursion 
equivalent o (14), but applied to c,(W) of (20), 
where W = (2G - (a* + a**)1)/8. Define also (2 
- (a* + a**))/8 = w o in (19) and (20). Then refor- 
mulating (20), and inserting the recursion for 
c,(W), yields 
Cs+,(Wo)Ps*+1(G) = 
= 2WCs(Wo)P*(O)-Cs_,(wo)Ps* ,(O ). (26) 
Postmultiply (26) by e t°) and use p*(G)e t°)= 
d ° -y*  from (7), to obtain 
(v( ,+,, -y . )  = 
c,(w0) 
= 2Wcs+,(Wo) (v'S'-y *) 
Cs-'(w°) (v"- l)--y*).  (27) 
CS+ 1 (W0) 
But (14) implies 
2WoCs(Wo) Cs_,(Wo) 
- -1+ 
c ,+, (Wo)  Cs+,(Wo) " 
Hence (27) becomes 
v(s+ l~_ 2WoCs( Wo) wo,Wvt,~ 
Cs+,(Wo) 
+ 1 Cs+,(Wo) v" - l '+k , ,  (28) 
where k s = ys[I + G*]y*. Let 
2w0c.(w0) 
and G* = wolW. 
Vs cs+,(w0) 
But G = G* - ½(a* + a**)[G* - I ]  follows from 
the definitions of w 0 and W. Moreover, c =y* -  
Gy*, since y* is the solution to (1), and (2) is a 
completely consistent iteration. Substituting for G 
yields c = (½(a* + a**) - 1)[G* - l]y*. Hence 
2y, c 2y s (29) 
ks= 2_ (a ,  +a**)=Wo 8c 
is obtainable without prior knowledge of y*. Note 
also that the expression for 3',_ ~ immediately im- 
plies 
4wgc,_,(Wo) 4wg 
- -  ('L - 1) 
3's=- Ys-~q+~(Wo) "Y, i 
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if (14) is used again. Therefore 
[ 1 Ts - 1 " /o=2 and "L= 1 -  4Wo 2 fors>~l .  (30) 
Consequently, (28) can be rewritten as 
v~+')=Y. ,G*v~s)+(1 -V~)v~s- t '+ks ,  (31) 
where the optimal values of Ts are given by the 
scalar nonlinear iteration (30) and k~ is given by 
(29). 
Thus, by working directly with the accelerated 
iterates v (s) - and missing out the underlying 
iterations in y(k) _ it is possible to generate the 
accelerated iterations defined by (6) via a simple 
second-order process requiring the determination 
of only one parameter at each step. So, for calcula- 
tion purposes, relabelling each step of the accel- 
erated iterative process as ytS) produces (25) and 
removes any need to evaluate the ds. k coefficients. 2
Initial evaluations of w0, 6, and G* - and hence of 
all the eigenvalues of G - are necessary, plus the 
auxiliary calculation of ~'s and k s via (30) and (29) 
respectively. 
is simpler than that for the appropriate values of ~, 
in (4); see [5]. The extra calculation of ~'s and k s by 
(30) and (29), and the storage of an extra vector 
ytS-1),  increase the computational burden of (25) 
only slightly. 
(iv) The preliminary calculations for (25) could 
be reduced by setting a* and a** as the largest 
and smallest eigenvalues of ½(G + G'), where G' is 
the transpose of G, since the latter bounds the real 
parts of the eigenvalues of G [1]. Similarly b' may 
be bounded by p (½(G - G')). Even greater savings 
come from assuming a* = -a**  = p(G)= ½8, so 
that w 0= 2 /8  and G*= G. But, although both 
possibilities avoid computing the full set of eigen- 
values, these bound may not always measure a*, 
a**, b*, and hence 8, accurately. It is not clear to 
what extent poor approximations will damage the 
resulting approximations to the optimal poly- 
nomial p*(G). The convergence speed will cer- 
tainly be reduced. 
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